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My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 401: Q Of Spades 

He had only 20 people with him now, while another 100 were with the shipment. 

Viper seriously doubted these few number of people would be able to stop Q of Spades’ attack. 

Bang… 

No one knew how the door had been broken down. Just as everyone had thought Q of Spades would 

appear from within the opening of broken bricks and tiles behind Yang Yi, a huge and heavy metal door 

fell to the floor next to them with a loud thud. The door crashed to the floor as dust filled the entire 

room. 

After that, a man appeared in front of the group. He had on a strange-looking Q of spades mask. 

His height was not more than 1.7 meters and he had a full head of short, silver hair. He looked 

competent and quite cool. His extremely smooth and round earlobe had three skull-shaped piercings on 

it, which dazzled in a bizarre way in the dimly lit space. 

No one dared to treat this man, who did not have a physically strong built, as a weakling. After all, 

everyone present had heard about the ominous story from their Big Boss, Viper. 

“Kill him!” 

The thought of the loss of his goods worth 10 billion made Viper see red. He roared out the words as 

every assassin fired their guns at without hesitation. 

They did not believe Q of Spades would suddenly grow extra limbs and escape when so many were firing 

openly at him. 

Some of the assassins were using handguns, while others were using machine guns. Regardless of what 

type of gun they were using, everyone was emptying their magazines without holding back. 

The room was now filled with swirling dust. After all bullets had hit the wall in front of them, it had 

caused the wall to crumble, creating even more swirling dust which made it impossible to see what was 

happening 5 feet ahead. 

After the shooting stopped, everything fell quiet. 

“Is he dead?” 

“He must be dead! We’ve had so many people firing at the same time, it’s not like he could suddenly 

grow extra limbs and make a miraculous escape.” 

Two of the assassins started chatting. Even though the room was filled with dust, everyone was starting 

to feel much more at ease. 

However… 

“Are you guys talking about me?” 
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Everyone whipped around when they suddenly heard a familiar yet frightening voice. 

Those who had reacted to the voice did not even bother taking a clear look as they spun around, 

immediately pulling the trigger regardless of who was standing behind them. 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh, swoosh, swoosh… 

Tat, tat, tat, tat, tat… 

The sound of gilded poker cards slicing off heads could be heard at the same time the machine guns 

started firing. 

Some of them were now headless, but the machine guns in their hands continued firing. Viper could 

only attempt to escape in flurry panic, rolling about with the help of the two international mercenaries 

he had hired. 

By the time the gunfire ceased, the only person standing tall in the middle of the building was Q of 

Spades wearing the strange-looking mask. 

He was now holding a small, light machine gun while he chewed on a big, round, white piece of bubble 

gum in his mouth. 

Pop. 

The bubble burst, making Viper jump out of his skin. 

Only 

“You… You… You’re actually using a machine gun!” 

Q of Spades used poker cards to kill, right? 

He looked at the floor. There were six bodies that had been separated from their heads while the 

dozens of others left were killed by bullets. 

This devil, he was cheating! 

Zhong Nuannuan looked at Viper as if she was staring at an idiot. She remembered how the assassin had 

accused her as being despicable when she had gone to kill them at their hideout in the past. Zhong 

Nuannuan had thought that it made no sense at all. 

“What’s wrong with this? Why shouldn’t I use a gun when I have one?” 

Viper’s eyes stared dead ahead at the poker card in Q of Spades’ hand. It was clear what he had meant. 

The two international mercenaries by his side knew how to speak Camino, and immediately snarled. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 402: Specialization 

 “Don’t you specialize in killing people with playing cards? 

“How can you change your weapon of choice halfway? Where’s your pride? Don’t you want to be 

professional? This unexpected killing method is completely shameless!” 
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“Is there even such a thing as specialization once it comes to killing people?” This was news to Zhong 

Nuannuan. Was it not enough to just kill people in any way possible? Could it be that she was already 

outdated after leaving the industry for just over half a year? 

“Then, why do you insist on killing people with playing cards? Are you trying to fool us?” 

After that incident, in order to annihilate the Queen of Spades, their organization even studied the 

angles and skills used each time he had pulled out his cards, and even began to produce powerful, lethal 

playing cards with blades on the edges for the organization’s top mercenaries. All of this was done in 

order to defeat him with his own weapon of choice the next time they faced him. 

However, after spending so much time learning the techniques, he had actually said that he was not a 

killer who specialized in using playing cards. 

This was just too much! 

Zhong Nuannuan also thought that these people were very weird! 

“Isn’t fighting between enemies a life or death struggle? I kill people with whatever method that is 

available. Why would I try to fool all of you?” 

Viper was furious. “Then why didn’t you use a gun to kill people in the first place, sh*t!” 

Zhong Nuannuan replied, “Do you think I didn’t want to? Can’t you see that I don’t have any guns on 

me?” She was a freaking Year 3 Senior student, how could she be so ostentatious and draw out a gun 

whenever she wanted? They were not in Sab! 

“Why don’t you kill people with a knife then? Since you don’t have a gun, can’t you use a knife?” 

“Isn’t that because I wanted to match my mask? I’ve already bought this plastic mask, I can’t just let it go 

to waste, right?” 

“Pfft! Hahahaha…” 

Selina, who had been holding back her laugh, immediately laughed out loud after hearing this answer. 

Her big boss was an ever-changing little princess! Moreover, she was an ever-changing little princess 

with obsessive-compulsive disorder. 

When wearing black tights, she would kill with darts. 

When wearing vintage outfits, she would kill with a dagger. 

When wearing elegant women’s clothing, she would kill with a soft whip. 

When dressed up as a gangster, she would use a knife to slash people. 

When dressed as a hermit, she would kill using silver needles. 

When returning to Zhong Family’s house, she saw a Queen of Spades mask at the roadside stalls, and 

bought it because she thought it was looked fun. 

Therefore, when she killed wearing the Queen of Spades mask, she killed with playing cards. 



In short, her big boss was really proficient in all kinds of martial arts. She was a genius. When it came to 

killing, there was no method she did not know. 

Only 

This was why their group of people called her big boss although she was young. This was also why she 

placed No 1 in the international mercenary rankings at such a young age. 

However, all of the above was only applicable in a situation when a gun was not available. 

With guns, who in the world would waste their time handling these broken gadgets in such a pompous 

way? 

Big Boss used these mostly because she was lazy and did not like putting guns in her bag. 

However, this time, it was because they really did not have guns. 

After all, Big Boss came back to be a student, not to kill people. 

Hearing the laughter of a woman, Viper and the two international mercenary killers looked behind them 

in horror. 

The wall behind them had already been knocked down by their own bullets. At this moment, a graceful 

woman with waist-length blue curly hair and a mermaid mask walked out. With her long, slender legs, 

she approached the Queen of Spades… 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 403: The Queen of Spades’ Woman 

Her hands landed on Queen of Spades’ shoulders, and she lifted up her buttocks, almost making the two 

international mercenaries’ noses bleed. 

“Brother Spades, I don’t know what your relationship is with the people in the military, but I’m sure you 

are a man from the underworld. The two next to me are international 3A-level mercenaries. How about 

this, for me, Viper’s sake, let us transport the goods today, and from then on we’ll be friends. You ruined 

my 10 billion dollars’ worth of goods before, so just how about you just accept my offer of friendship, 

and I won’t bring up that incident from now on, okay?” 

To be honest, although the two international mercenaries next to him were indeed much more powerful 

than the other subordinates, if a firestorm of bullets had not been able to bring the other party down. 

Thus, he did not fully trust the two 3A mercenaries. 

Besides that, the Queen of Spades was not the only one here today. 

Even if this woman was a subordinate of the Queen of Spades, he probably would not have brought her 

along if she were unreliable. 

Therefore, Viper did not intend to deal with scary people like the Queen of Spades anymore. His top 

priority was to ship out all the remaining goods in the country. 

If this batch of ammunition was stopped in Camino again, upon his return, forget keeping his position as 

the big boss in Camino, he might not even live to see the next full moon. 
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When she heard that these two international mercenaries were only level 3A, Zhong Nuannuan was a 

bit speechless. 

“It seems that your connections in the military are very strong. After all, you dare to smuggle so many 

weapons with just the help of two international mercenaries and a bunch of half-handed thugs, yet are 

able to leave undetected. That’s really awesome.” 

Viper smiled slightly, got up from the ground, and returned to his usual demeanor. 

“It’s easy to say. Well, Brother Spades, what do you think of my request? Do it for my sake!” 

Before Zhong Nuannuan could reply, Selina sneered, “What are you? Why should my man do things for 

your sake?” 

As soon as Selina said this, Viper’s face changed color. 

Only 

He looked towards the Queen of Spades with an expression as dark as the bottom of a pot. “Brother 

Spades, it seems that you’re not very good at keeping your woman on a leash! You haven’t even said a 

word yet, but your woman already spoke for you. This kind of bad-mannered woman should be dumped 

as soon as possible! If you like it, we have a lot of beautiful women in the Wute Organization, just say 

the word and we will get you beautiful women of all shapes and sizes.” 

“Haha.” The deep laughter seemed lazy yet attractive. “For me, women are to be spoiled. You may not 

know me well yet, but I am a less assertive person, so I generally do whatever my woman says.” 

Selena, who was originally furious when she heard that someone was trying to find a woman for her big 

boss, felt that her whole girly heart was about to melt away upon hearing her big boss’ response. 

Big Boss’ flirting skill had upgraded again! 

What should she do? 

Although she knew that Big Boss was a woman, she really, really, really loved it whenever Big Boss 

became a man! She felt that there was no woman, ahh no, man who was more gentlemanly and 

attractive in this world than her big boss! 

Zhong Nuannuan looked at Viper and asked with a smile, “How about this, are you three going to die 

together, or should we only work on you after the two of them are taken care of?” 

“Spades, don’t forget, these two are 3A-level killers. They belong to the Giltash Mercenary Organization 

from Country F. If you kill them, you will not only be starting a fight against our Wute Organization, but 

also create an enemy out of the Giltash Mercenary Organization.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 404: Seeking Death 

 “Do you think that with your own strength, you can fight our entire Wute Organization and the Giltash 

Mercenary Organization?” 
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Selina said, “What, Penis Is Too Small? I’ve never heard of it! If your penis is too small, then go to the 

hospital! A group of men as skinny as toothpicks, why are you out here to embarrass people? Are you all 

proud of having a small penis? Do you think my man will be afraid of a group of fake eunuchs?”[1] 

Selina, who had been continuing her study of the Camino language recently, would translate everything 

into the Camino language. This translation was a direct slap to the face of the Giltash Mercenary 

Organization! 

“You’re courting death!” 

Both of Giltash’s mercenaries could also understand the Camino language, and now that they heard this 

woman mock their organization in such a way, anger stirred in their hearts, and they immediately lost 

their temper. 

It did not matter that they were facing the vicious Queen of Spades as they tried to quickly get rid of 

them while they were still talking. Before the other party had time to defend themselves, they decided 

to get the woman as a hostage. 

He said that he spoiled his woman, right? 

They intended to hold the Queen of Spades’ woman hostage to see if he would compromise. 

When Viper saw the two international mercenaries launch their attack aimed at the woman at almost 

the same time, his body immediately moved. He took out his gun and immediately ducked behind the 

two mercenaries. 

After all, the Queen of Spades was too fast, and he was afraid that the Queen of Spades would react by 

taking him hostage in return. 

Ultimately, although his skill was slightly better than the fighters under him, he was really only 

considered a 2A-level mercenary according to international rankings. 

Right as the two Giltash mercenaries were about to succeed, an unexpected scene happened. 

The woman who looked soft, weak and boneless actually grabbed the man who had clamped her with a 

backhand, and with a light flick of his wrist, the mercenary who was close to 2 meters high let out a 

miserable cry. 

Seeing that the situation was going all wrong, the other mercenary raised his machine gun from his 

waist and shot a round of bullets at the woman. 

However, the woman’s reactions were extremely fast, and a split second after breaking the other 

mercenary’s wrist, she pushed him away. 

The bullets hit his companion as the woman simultaneously walked out from behind the other 

mercenary like a vicious ghost. She jumped onto the mercenary and clamped her legs around the other 

party’s waist. As if twisting the cap of a soda bottle in her hands, she snapped the head of the remaining 

mercenary until his head was facing the other direction. 

Two international 3A-level mercenaries were actually killed by a woman in less than five seconds. 



What was this… 

This was no different from pinching an ant to death. 

Only 

Viper was so frightened that he hurriedly fired at the woman. 

However, before he pulled the trigger, a card severed the tendons of his right hand. 

“Forgive… Forgive me! Brother Spades, please forgive me! I don’t want those goods anymore, they’re all 

for you, for you! Please have mercy and forgive me!” 

His gun fell to the ground as Viper endured the pain in his wrist, quickly knelt down, and kowtowed 

while begging for mercy, looking at Zhong Nuannuan and Selina with panic-filled eyes. 

The Wute Organization was the largest mafia group in the East, but when it came to the global-scale, 

because of the difference in physical size between the Easterners and Westerners, only a few Eastern 

mercenaries could squeeze into the S-level mercenary ranks. 

Having said that, both the Queen of Spades and the woman next to him should both be S-rank 

mercenaries. 

This was simply not something he could challenge as a 2A-level mercenary. 

[1] In Mandarin, the name “Giltash Mercenary Organization” has a similar pronunciation to the phrase 

“penis is too small”. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 405: Coffin 

Now, Viper just wanted to save himself. Once his life was spared, he would flee. As for those goods, they 

all belonged to the organization. Even so, it was better to be hunted down by the organization than to 

die in the hands of these two demons now. 

“I can spare you.” 

The Queen of Spades’ words made Viper’s eyes light up. 

“However, you have to tell me, who on earth is your contact in the military? Who sabotaged Chi Yang?” 

“I don’t know! I don’t know!” 

“It seems that you won’t cry until you see your own coffin.” 

“I, I, I… I really don’t know!” Viper was petrified as he looked at the Queen of Spades as if he was waiting 

for his death sentence. 

Selina said nothing on the side. Instead, she pulled out a dagger from her boot and sliced Viper’s left 

hand. 

“Ah——” 
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The screams that sounded like a pig being gutted rang out in the empty room. The shrieks were 

terrifying. 

Looking at the left hand that had been completely detached from his body and his stump of a left wrist 

that was still shaking, a strong hatred burst out from Viper’s heart. 

“I’ve already begged for mercy, what else do you want?” 

“Should we let you go once you beg for mercy? What are you?” Zhong Nuannuan sneered, “You even 

dared to stare at my woman!” 

After saying that, a few silver needles came out from nowhere and shot straight into Viper’s eyeballs. 

“Ah——” 

There was another bloodcurdling scream. 

Selina saw that of the two needles that big boss had just shot, one nailed Viper’s eyelid open, while the 

other directly pierced through one of Viper’s eyeballs. 

Gurgling blood flowed out of the eyeball; It had probably hit an artery. Very quickly, Viper’s eyeball 

began to wither at a noticeable speed, until eventually, the bloodshot eyeball fell right out of the eye 

socket. 

Selina was shocked! 

The accuracy of big boss’ shooting seemed to be even crazier now. 

Only 

Viper watched on with his left eye how his right eyeball strangely slipped out of its eye socket. He was so 

scared that he instantly lost his temper. 

In short, after mixing around within the mafia for so many years, with the exception of the world’s top 

bosses who were of a perverted level, he had never heard of anyone with such precise hand accuracy as 

that of the Queen of Spades. 

“I don’t want to talk nonsense with you. From now on, every time you say something stupid, I will 

destroy one of your organs. Don’t worry I can guarantee that you won’t die.” 

Zhong Nuannuan’s words made Viper so scared that he shifted aside. 

“Who is the spy you planted in the military base?” 

“Big Brother, I really didn’t lie, although I’m the boss, I’m only an executive boss in the Wute 

Organization. There’s a very big market here in Camino, and our contacts in the military are basically not 

accessible by people of my level.” 

Zhong Nuannuan listened and said nothing. She took the knife from Selina’s hand, and as she was about 

to slash his foot, Viper was so frightened that he quickly blurted, “Although I don’t know who our upper 

contact is, I know our lower contact. The lower contact is a commander. I don’t know what his specific 

name is, but he’s still quite capable. Every time we come in, he always has a way to help us cover it up. 



This commander also has a high-ranking person above him, according to my inference, this person 

should be a major general!” 

“Nonsense, could it be a lieutenant general then? There’s only one lieutenant general in the whole of 

Jiang District’s military base!” Selina was speechless. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 406: Viper? 

 

When it came to Leng Jinpeng, if Big Boss trusted him, she trusted him as well. 

“Yes, yes, yes! I spoke too much!” 

“How did you get Chi Yang to go to Mustapha this time? What’s the situation in City B now?” 

“This time, the goods heading for Mustapha are all fakes, but in order to fool Chi Yang, fillers were 

inserted into each weapon with the intention of making them weight exactly the same as the real ones. 

“City B had already fallen into enemy hands early this morning, and is completely occupied by rebel 

forces. However, in order to bait Chi Yang, the rebels have been suppressing the news. As for the 

legitimate military… the news has not spread because all of them are already dead. 

“After Chi Yang and the others head over there in the morning, the killers sent by the rebels and the 

Wute Organization will launch an attack on Chi Yang and his soldiers.” 

Zhong Nuannuan was about to die of rage, but she suppressed the hostility that arose in her heart, and 

asked, “Why do you have to hunt Chi Yang down? To kill him, you even united with the opposition 

forces in Mustapha.” 

“It’s because he cut off a lot of our livelihoods after he arrived. Big Boss has been displeased of him for a 

long time already, so he wanted to get rid of him. Besides that, we can execute our transactions here 

smoothly only after he and his special forces team are gone.” 

“What’s your relationship with that 3S-level mercenary named ‘Viper’ from the KE organization? 

Viper was taken aback. “What Viper? ‘Viper’ has always been my code name, I… How can I be related to 

a 3S-level mercenary?” 

Seeing that Viper was not joking, and really did not know the woman who had killed her and Chi Yang in 

her past life, Zhong Nuannuan stood up. 

Viper begged for mercy. “Brother Spades, just let me go. I’m a cripple now, and I can only live in hiding 

from now on. Since I’ve already said so much, please spare my life! God cares for every living being! Just 

treat me as a fart and release me, let me live out the rest of my life as a fugitive!” 

“God’s virtuous mercy is not applicable for you.” 

When Zhong Nuannuan said this, Selina did not even bother to say anything else, instead quickly lodging 

the dagger in her hand into his brain. 
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She looked at her unsoiled hands in disgust and asked, “Big Boss, will there be any danger on brother-in-

law’s side? Are you going to Mustapha?” 

“Yes.” 

After saying that, she edited a paragraph of Viper’s confession and sent it to Leng Jinpeng anonymously. 

After that, she forwarded a screenshot of the entire shipment of weapons to Leng Jinpeng. 

When Leng Jinpeng received the news from Zhong Nuannuan, he was extremely enraged. Avoiding all 

the major generals under his command, he issued orders directly to the military base. 3,000 soldiers 

rushed to the scene immediately and intercepted all the goods that had not yet been transported. 

Only 

When the team arrived, all the people under Viper had died. 

As Zhong Nuannuan and Selina were dealing with the goons around Viper, Aiden had already gone out 

alone to deal with all of Viper’s subordinates. 

Therefore, when the 3,000 people arrived, all they saw was the harbor piled high with corpses as well as 

the cargo ship full of weapons. 

The major generals of the military base were all preparing to go to bed when they suddenly received 

news from the port, and when they hurriedly put on their battle uniforms and rushed to the 

commander-in-chief’s department, they walked in to see the commander-in-chief, whose face was 

darker than ink. 

Before they could speak, all of them were taken to the interrogation room by their comrades from the 

military base’s justice department. 

Without exception. 

Looking at the last sentence in the anonymous email, “Don’t trust anyone”, Leng Jinpeng felt a chill run 

down his spine. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 407: Rescue 

 

He originally thought that Jiang District’s problem was not too serious, but now, it seemed that the 

waters in Jiang District were very deep! 

Zhong Nuannuan glanced at Yang Yi, who was unconscious in the car, and asked, “What kind of medicine 

did you give him?” 

Aiden replied, “Anaesthesia. He will wake up in about 2 hours. However, where are we going to put 

him?” 

“Send him to the small workshop in the factory.” 
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After saying that, Zhong Nuannuan took out a silver needle and precisely pierced the nerves in Yang Yi’s 

brain while Selina was still driving. 

“Don’t pull this needle out until after I come back.” 

“Okay.” 

“Big Boss, are you planning to go to Mustapha alone?” 

“Yeah, you and Aiden will stay here.” 

Aiden jumped eight feet into the air and almost knocked a hole in the roof of the sports car. 

“Why? When Big Brother asked me and Selina to come over to accompany you in the beginning, he told 

us to take care of your safety.” 

Seeing Aiden speaking with a righteous and indignant look, Zhong Nuannuan could not help but 

interrupt him. “Are you sure that I’m not the one protecting you instead?” 

Aiden and Selina were lost for words. 

What happened to brotherly love? 

“Big Boss, does Brother-in-Law know your identity?” 

Zhong Nuannuan did not answer. 

“If Brother-in-Law doesn’t know your identity, and you met Brother-in-Law when you hastily rushed to 

Mustapha, can you guarantee that Brother-in-Law will not recognize you? You can change everything, 

including your temperament, but can you change the shape of your bones and the faint fragrance on 

your body?” 

Zhong Nuannuan remained silent. 

“Therefore, Big Boss, you should take Aiden and I along. After we get there, the three of us can take care 

of each other. This will help Brother-in-Law, and you also won’t be discovered by Brother-in-Law so 

quickly! The both of you are not married yet. If you let your Brother-in-Law find out that are the No 1 

ranked mercenary, and even have your name in red on his most wanted list, would he still marry you?” 

Zhong Nuannuan was aghast! 

In the end, after Selina and Aiden finished dealing with Yang Yi, they followed Zhong Nuannuan to 

Mustapha. 

On the school’s side, Selina informed the principal through her own contacts, and helped Zhong 

Nuannuan and herself apply for a day’s leave. Thus, the three of them set off in a private jet that very 

night. 

Mustapha’s City B was only two hours away by speedboat from Jiang District, and it was even faster by 

plane. 

However, Zhong Nuannuan’s private plane could not directly enter City B, and could only go to City C, 

which was adjacent to City B. 



After getting off the plane, three battle-built off-road vehicles were already waiting for them on the 

private runway. 

Only 

At this moment, Zhong Nuannuan, Aiden, and Selina had changed their costumes and were now wearing 

something more appropriate for Mustapha. 

Seeing Zhong Nuannuan getting off the plane surrounded by Aiden and Selina, the people in the car 

immediately walked towards Zhong Nuannuan enthusiastically. 

“Big Boss.” 

Three mercenaries stepped down from the three vehicles. These three people were the senior 

executives of the mine in C City, Mustapha. After seeing Zhong Nuannuan, they were a little excited, but 

to people on the side, it could be seen from their solemn expressions and straight postures that they 

respected this beautiful and young woman in front of them very much, and did not dare to treat her 

incorrectly. 

Although Zhong Nuannuan was still a girl at this moment, her appearance had changed into that of a 

career woman of around 25 years old. 

Her tall figure, slender waist, and worn jungle off-road outfit lit up the eyes of the Mustapha military 

officers, who were following behind the three senior executives. 

“Big Boss, this is General Venato, major general of Mustapha.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 408: Venato 

 

After a high-level executive introduced the general in Mustapha’s military uniform, he explained in the 

Mustapha language, “General Venato, this is our big boss.” 

Venato was also accompanied by a few deputies. The highest-ranking deputy was a lieutenant, but the 

senior executive only introduced Venato without introducing him. This was because the senior officials 

felt that he was not yet qualified to shake hands with their boss. 

“Hello Q, I used to chat with you on the phone, but when I saw you today, you completely broke my 

preconceptions of beauty. It turns out that beautiful women can also be so powerful.” 

Zhong Nuannuan’s appearance made Venato’s eyes light up. Such a beautiful and powerful woman was 

really his favorite type. 

He was the youngest and most promising general in Mustapha, and had not been married until now 

because he felt that he had not yet met anyone who could enchant him. 

Many of the girls who pursued him came from powerful and influential families in Mustapha. However, 

these people were either tough but not good-looking, or slightly good-looking, but were cultivated by 

their family into a little white flower that could not stand wind nor frost. 
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The moment he saw Zhong Nuannuan, Venato’s eyes lit up. He started to feel attracted to her, and felt 

that such a woman really suited him. 

She dared to come to Mustapha alone during such a chaotic time, and even wanted to sneak into the 

war zone; This was really a steely rose! 

He did not think at all that it was unwise for Zhong Nuannuan to sneak into the war zone at this time. 

Even as a branch asset, she could already rank among the top three richest people in Mustapha; For a 

woman in her 20s able to grow the industry so much and make her subordinates so obedient, needless 

to say, her ability must be just as remarkable as her beauty. 

Seeing Major General Venato extending a friendly hand, Zhong Nuannuan also politely extended her’s 

for a handshake. 

The other party’s hand separated immediately after touching her, which indicated that this Venato was 

courteous and well-mannered. 

Thinking about how she was in such a position at a such young age, he could not afford to be short-

sighted. 

As one of his benefactors, she had spent a lot of money on him, and had nurtured him from a first 

lieutenant into the youngest general in Mustapha. If he dared to be disrespectful toward her, Zhong 

Nuannuan would clearly show him that she could build him up with money, and also throw him into the 

mud with money. 

“Hello.” 

Only 

It was not until he retracted his hand that Zhong Nuannuan greeted Major General Venato coldly. 

“Big Boss, this way please.” 

The senior executives of City C were bent over, making a ‘please’ gesture, as they invited Zhong 

Nuannuan into the car. 

However, throughout this distance of less than 50 meters, Venato had been looking at Zhong Nuannuan 

the entire time. Had he actually been brought up by this woman? 

After getting into the car, Venato and Zhong Nuannuan sat together, while a captain’s deputy sat 

opposite them with the senior executives of Mustapha. Even so, Venato was very conscious towards this 

woman, who had more than 20 of the most valuable mines in Mustapha, had countless treasures 

excavated in Mustapha every year, and who could not even be impeded by the Congress. Thus, he 

automatically vacated a little distance between them. 

Although he liked this woman, and knew at first glance that he was fascinated by her, as a politician and 

a careerist, Venato understood well who could and could not be touched. 

“Q, are you really going to City B? I heard Jacks say that you only have two mines in City B. City B was 

completely occupied by the rebels yesterday.” 
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“The reason why I’m in City C today is to organize a counterattack in two days. The situation there is dire 

now. Almost all of our people have become prisoners, and you’ll definitely be in danger if you go there. 

How about you rest for two days first, and enter City B after we head in first?” 

Zhong Nuannuan looked at Venato. “Why can’t it be today?” 

Venato was a little helpless. “It’s because the head of state’s attack order has not yet been sent out yet. 

I have to get the head of state’s attack order to proclaim war on City B. What’s more, it’s now 10 o’clock 

in the evening, and there are two hours left until tomorrow. We’re also still in the car now, so how can 

we start an attack today? 

“Q, I know you’re impatient. You’ve helped me a lot, and it’s rare to have my help needed, so I feel 

obliged to help you. However, a war is not something you can simply declare…” 

Venato was trying his best to persuade her, but Zhong Nuannuan was impatient. 

“A war is not something that can be simply declared, so do we have to pose and count down from three 

before starting to fight?” Zhong Nuannuan interrupted Venato, her pair of beautiful eyes staring straight 

at Venato like an eagle. 

“One billion dollars, I need you to start the fight today.” 

Zhong Nuannuan’s offer made Venato’s eyes twitch fiercely, and he was almost unable to maintain the 

serious expression on his face. 

One billion… dollars!!! 

How tempting was this number to him? 

With one billion dollars, he could bribe so many people, and his military rank might advance to a higher 

one… 

“Q, I’m really tempted by your proposal. However, you can ask other military officers, whether in 

Mustapha or in your country of Camino, if you want to go to war, you must get orders from your 

superior. Although I’m favored by the head of state and does not need to be approved at all levels, I 

should at least get the first order from the head of state, right? If I act hastily without the order from the 

head of state, my political opponents will definitely kill me.” 

“What the rebels want is the head of the head of state, right?” Zhong Nuannuan suddenly changed the 

topic. 

“Yes.” 

“You think there are no spies around the head of state then?” 

“…” Venato sighed. “There should be, otherwise the legitimate military would not have been defeated 

so thoroughly. However, I haven’t found out who the spy is. This will take time.” 
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“Then you can take advantage of this opportunity to make two great contributions. First, take down City 

B, and second, find the spies.” 

“But…” 

“You haven’t gotten the head of state’s reply, but as the head of state’s trusted aide, you should have 

his phone number, right?” 

Venato nodded. “I do.” 

“Call him and tell him that there is a spy around him, so you can’t wait for the notification to attack City 

B. Let him make preparations for self-defense, and immediately issue you a verbal order to attack the 

enemy and catch them off guard. With this, the spies will panic when they receive the news, and at the 

same time, they will be anxious to inquire about the next battle plan. In the words of our country of 

Camino, it’s called alerting the enemy. When this happens, the head of state may be able to determine 

the possible spies through their overly eager performance, and then monitor them one by one. The real 

spy will be found eventually.” 

Venato widened his eyes. “Q, your words are very reasonable and feasible. However, my people will not 

be there until early tomorrow morning at the earliest. If we attack now, there will be insufficient 

weapons and manpower!” 

Seeing Venato make up another excuse, Zhong Nuannuan suppressed her anger and asked, “How many 

people do you have?” 
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“I only have 20,000 people now. However, there are at least 100,000 rebels in City B. 20,000 vs 

100,000…” 

Thinking of these 100,000 people, in addition to the killers from the Wute Organization who were now 

blocking the entire city’s network and fighting against her man, Zhong Nuannuan felt very 

uncomfortable, as if she had been scratched by a cat. 

“20,000 people are enough, go to war.” 

“But…” 

“No buts!” Zhong Nuannuan’s dagger-like gaze shot towards Venato. “Our country also has a saying 

‘doing something when least expected’, and another saying that goes ‘A man of great ambition does not 

bother with trifles’. Forget 20,000, even 2,000 can fight this battle! Calling those people in City B rebels 

is being nice, to put it bluntly, they’re guerrillas and mobsters! How many guns and rounds of 

ammunition can they have? They’re just a few pieces of rat poop; As a major general, how can you back 

down?” 
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He knew that he might offend Q. After all, Q’s people helped him a lot and supported his promotions. 

Faced with Q’s request, morally speaking, he should help her. However… 

“Q, I am a politician. Although morally speaking, I should help you, the basis of our cooperation is that I 

must survive. The prerequisite for helping you is that my interests will not be harmed too much. 

“Q, I’m telling you this because I really regard you as one of us. The rebels in Mustapha have only caught 

us by surprise. I’m sure I can decisively win this war. However, one of the conditions for winning this war 

is that I must first wait for my people to arrive! Although my people will not arrive until tomorrow, and 

the casualties in City B may increase a few hours later, I can guarantee victory. 

“However, if I rush in today, as you said, I might be able to kill two birds with one stone, and they are 

indeed great feats. Yet, the greater the opportunity is, the more risk it entails. I’m afraid that when the 

time comes, our goals will not be achieved, and I’d be doomed eternally instead.” 

Only 

“You won’t. If you’re afraid of death, you can lend me your men. I will fight this battle for you. When I 

win, I’ll give you the merits of this victory.” 

Venato did not expect Zhong Nuannuan to be so difficult to persuade. Despite this, he still refused. “Q, 

it’s really not that I don’t want to help you, it’s really… Not only will my team not arrive until tomorrow 

morning, I’ve also received news that the rebels have established a relationship with a super mafia 

organization in Yamato. They have a large batch of weapons that will be delivered by sea tonight, and it 

might have even already arrived.” 

Although Zhong Nuannuan did not ask where Viper was transporting such a large shipment of weapons, 

since Chi Yang and the others could be fooled, it meant that the weapons were meant to be shipped to 

City B in Mustapha. It was just that Chi Yang and the others had gone early because of the spies. 

Venato was a politician supported by Big Brother, Feng Shengxuan, during peacetime; he had a good 

family background and handled his work smoothly. In peacetime, it was very easy for such a person to 

be promoted. 

He only asked for a force to help take care of their mines, while these people had also actually blatantly 

taken a lot of the mines’ newly excavated materials right out of their hands. 

Logically, if he was a trustworthy partner, even if he did not want to go to battle himself, he would at 

least get his deputy to bring Nuannuan in. 

However, this Venato had shirked away from the very beginning, so the important news of the batch of 

weapons being intercepted by Camino’s military… 


